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IBM Personal Communicator (PC) that can be used with theThis is the OFFICIAL “crappy version” of the classic “best and worst of 1996” article. It’s far too long, but the contents are not for light-hearted reading. …. It all started years ago when Yohan Blommaert, an avid street photographer since he was just a boy, decided to enter one of the popular series, “Houmees”. By now, he’s
taken over 400 shots so far, and from that, everyone can decide what is the best and worst of 1996. This “best and worst” is the most difficult thing to judge, because I hardly saw one Houme that I didn’t like. After a few days of deliberating, here’s what Yohan has decided on the best and the worst of 1996. The Houmees. Best Houmee of 1996 Pictured are “Houmee 117”, “PALMERA”,
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